World Famous Psychic Medium Mathew Fraser Announces Exciting
“Medium With a Message” 2018 New England Tour Dates
There's no doubt Mathew Fraser is not typical, even for a psychic or medium. An energetic and inspirational young man in
his early twenties Fraser's abilities are world renowned for their accuracy and positive results his readings bring. All this
has led to great excitement surrounding his 2018 “Medium With a Message” tour, which recently announced New England
dates.
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New England is a special place for world renowned psychic and medium Mathew Fraser. It's where he was raised, where
his abilities first shown themselves and still a region he holds dear. Recently, Fraser announced the exciting 2018 New
England tour dates for his new “Medium With a Message” tour, which is sure to show the medium at his absolute best.
Interest in the tour is expected to be very high and it's recommended tickets be purchased as soon as possible as they are
likely to sell out.
“I'm very happy about our 'Medium With a Message' tour, especially the dates here in New England,” commented Fraser,
who is also a best selling author in addition to his popularity as a live speaker and psychic/medium to the world famous.
“I'm hoping I can touch as many people in a positive way and help them to heal the grief by reconnecting them with the
person the lost”.
The tour will touch down in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Maine And New Hampshire with the
possibility of more cities and states to be added.
The event itself is a full two-hour introduction to Mathew Fraser, his intriguing past and his jaw dropping gifts as a psychic
and medium. Few can match the 26 year old young man's ability to connect this world and the next, and to explain in a
heartfelt way the messages he receives that encourage and inspire people to live their lives to the fullest potential in the here
and now. Many have described the experience of seeing Fraser live as being life changing in the best of ways and credited
seeing him talk with establishing a lasting relationship with his work.
A popular guest on television programs (including spirited appearances on NBC, ABC and CBS News), an in-demand
social media personality with over 175,000 Facebook fans, and author of the eye opening, “The Secrets to Unlocking Your
Psychic Ability”, a book many are pointing to as “one of the best ever” to cover the topic of developing and utilizing
psychic gifts of all kinds.
Feedback for Fraser's events continue to be passionate.
Michelle S., from Massachusetts, recently said, “I had a chance to see Mathew Fraser with my mom around a year ago and
it was amazing. I've never seen a psychic before and the way he was clearly connecting with unseen forces and being was
just stunning. On top of that he has so much joy and positive energy, it really is a wonderful experience. We can't wait to
go again this year to see his new tour.”
For more information be sure to visit MeetMattFraser.com

